The assembly of ionic currents in a thalamic neuron. II. The stability and state diagrams.
In the previous model of a thalamic neuron (R.M. Rose & J.L. Hindmarsh, Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B237, 267-288 (1989], which we referred to as the z-model, the burst response was terminated by the slow activation of a subthreshold outward current. In this paper we show that similar results can be obtained if the burst response is terminated by slow inactivation of the subthreshold inward current, Isa. We illustrate the use of this new model, which we refer to as the ha-model, by using it to explain the response of a thalamic neuron to a double ramp current. The main aim of the paper is to show how the stability and state diagrams introduced previously can be used to explain various types of firing pattern of thalamic and other neurons. We show that increasing the threshold for the fast action potentials leads to low threshold spikes of increased amplitude. Also, addition of a second subthreshold inward current adds a new stability region, which enables us to explain the origin of plateau potentials. In addition, various types of subthreshold oscillation are produced by relocating a previously stable equilibrium point in an unstable region. Finally, we predict a sequence of responses to current steps from different levels of background current that extends the burst, rest, tonic sequence of thalamic neurons. The stability and state diagrams therefore provide us with a useful way of explaining further properties of thalamic neurons and appear to have further applications to other mammalian neurons.